
TRAD Safety Systems is celebrating its continued growth with the 
opening of its newest depot in Avonmouth, Bristol – following 
previous depot openings in London and Birmingham.

The new site was strategically chosen due to its close proximity to the 
M4 and M5 motorways, enabling TRAD Safety Systems to effectively 
service customers throughout the South West.

The division has successful operations at depots in Glasgow, Leeds, 
Manchester, Birmingham and London and is now able to serve existing 
customers and develop new relationships in the South West as well.

With its new infrastructure and facilities, TRAD Safety System’s new 
premises provide a truly efficient operating unit, enabling the company 
to provide a first-class service to existing and new clients. The company 
will be recruiting further staff using labour from the local area and 
training them to meet TRAD’s high standards.

Since acquiring the TRAD Group in 2012, Altrad Group has made 
significant investments towards increasing TRAD Safety System’s UK 
coverage; Jim Gorman, National Operations Director said:

“We chose the depot in Bristol because it gives us the responsive 
capability to offer fall prevention safety services to the Building, 
Construction, Civil Engineering and Maintenance Industries. We believe 
that for any company in our industry to be successful, good transport 
links, state-of-the-art equipment and a committed, experienced 
workforce are essential. In choosing Avonmouth as the location for our 
new depot, we believe we now have everything we need to continue 
our success throughout the whole of the UK.

Having a depot close to the M4 and M5 motorways will enable us to 
supply our diverse range of equipment to meet all customer demands. 
Whether customers require TRAD Edgeguard Roof Safety System, 
Horizontal Safety Lines, TRADGuard or TRAD Safety Decking, having 
these transport links will mean we’re able to service and complete 
every project effectively.

We have an experienced managerial and sales team of Geoff Sutton, 
John Kay and Kathy Griffin to run our Bristol depot. With a first-class 
team like this, we’re looking forward to seeing TRAD Safety Systems 
flourish in the South West.”

TRAD Group Managing Director, Des Moore stated “Due to great 
customer demand, the company has taken the decision to open a  
sixth depot in Bristol, in which we have invested over £1 million –  
made possible with the continued support of the ALTRAD Group.”

The new depot opened at the beginning of March 2016 and was  
fully operational immediately.

TRAD Safety Systems looks forward to welcoming new working 
relationships, and is encouraging any companies that feel they  
would benefit from TRAD Safety System’s market leading products  
and services to get in touch.

Contact TRAD Safety Systems today and discover how its 
comprehensive range of services will benefit your business.

To find out more about the safety benefits of TRAD Safety System’s 
products and services, contact its Bristol Depot on 0117 938 6980,  
or email GeoffSutton@trad.co.uk

About TRAD Safety Systems

TRAD Safety Systems is the UK market leader in the design, 
manufacture and supply of fall safety solutions for the Building, 
Construction and Maintenance Industries. With an unrivalled network 
of depots in Glasgow, Stockport, Leeds, Birmingham, London and now 
Bristol, TRAD Safety Systems covers all of the UK.

TRAD’s new depot is located at Unit C3, Greensplott Road, 
Chittening Industrial Estate, Avonmouth, Bristol, BS11 0YB.
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TRAD Safety Systems’ new Bristol Depot

The UK’s Leading Supplier of Fall Safety Solutions is now the Only Company of its  
Kind to Offer Nationwide Coverage.
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